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My name is Jagdish Krisani. I am in humility group 

and I am studying for my 10th class board exams 

nowaday. I don't disturb any teacher. I like to stay 

with my friends. When I am alone, I don’t like to do 

anything. My favourite game is football.  

SHARAMDAN  

I like to do Shramdan. The shramdan we do are 

kitchen, toilet cleaning, gardening, hostel cleaning, 

and school cleaning. In 

kitchen- I cut vegetables like 

potato, onion, kundru, etc. In 

hostel cleaning we clean the 

open drain, verandah and we 

sweep and do mopping. In 

Gardening we water the 

plants. I like to do school 

cleaning the most because after finishing I roam 

around inside the school. 

HINDI 

 I am doing 10th class book of Hindi. I find all 

chapters easy. Now I am revising the chapters which 

I could not understand properly. My spellings are 

sometimes wrong. On Tuesdays we do free reading. 

I enjoy studying Hindi. I learn how to write prasang 

vyakhya. We have given all book tests. I am ready 

for my board exams. 



ENGLISH 

I have revised all the chapters of 1st book of English and am revising the difficult 

chapters of 2nd book. My handwriting is good but when I write fast it becomes 

illegible. In free reading I read books like Robin Hood, Moby Dick, Narnia, ABCD 

Stories, etc. My English teachers are Bikanti didi, Neela didi, Sangita didi. We do 

English grammar like Direct to Indirect 

speech, Noun, Pronoun, active passive, 

message writing, notice, report writing, etc. I 

am preparing for my exams. 

PAINTING 

I am revising all the chapters. Sometimes I 

draw beautiful pictures of nature and do 

shading, colouring and painting. I enjoy the 

classes as I learn painting from papa ji, who 

himself is a good painter and artist. Now I am preparing for my final examination 

which I will be giving in the month of April. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

I have finished Civics, Geography and History of 10th class of NIOS. After finishing 

each chapter, we give a test. Geography is very easy for me and most difficult is 

civics. I have finished second book now I am doing first book. In first book many 

chapters were easy. Nowadays in social science class only Bhavna didi comes to 



teach us and sometimes Pranjal bhaiya comes to teach the difficult chapters. I have 

given tests of history and geography but didn’t get nice marks because I don’t 

concentrate in class. I am preparing for my exams.  

HOME SCEINCE 

Jagdish is working hard. He is 

enjoying writing the practical. 

He likes this subject because it is 

easy for him to understand. He 

has a neat handwriting. In the 

test he got 33 out of 45 marks. 

He has completed the syllabus. 

Some of the chapters he has 

difficulty in understanding are 

care and maintenance of fabrics 

and introduction to resources. He has a good understanding. Often he doesn’t 

concentrate and gets distracted. He rarely speaks in the class.  

GAMES 

In games I play nicely. The games I 

play are football, basketball, and 

volleyball. I like to play football and 

volleyball the most. In basketball I am 

not able to play properly because I 

don’t get pass. That’s why I don’t like 

to play. In football mostly I play as 



defender, sometimes I play forward and I get many passes. As goalkeeper I play 

perfectly but when opposite team scores a goal, then I don’t like to be goalkeeper.  


